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Abstract— Pointer acceleration is often applied to computer
mice and other types of pointing interfaces to increase the
effective speed and range of pointing motions without sacrificing
precision during slow movements. However, the effects of
pointer acceleration are not well understood and have been
shown to be detrimental in some cases. We approach the
problem of analyzing the effects of pointer acceleration from
a systems perspective and show some general properties of
a new dynamics model for pointer acceleration. Specifically,
using our new model for pointer acceleration, along with the
existing VITE model of human pointing motions, we show that
the closed loop pointing system is stable for any acceleration
profile, assuming there are no feedback delays or perturbations.
We additionally show some state and performance bounds for
this case, which could potentially be used to design pointing
interfaces with acceleration.

I. INTRODUCTION
In human pointing interfaces, such as computer mice and
joysticks, it is often desirable that users both be able to perform fast, long-range movements in a limited workspace with
minimal required effort and be able to perform slow, precise
movements for making corrections. Pointer acceleration can
be used to achieve these dual goals by increasing the pointer
sensitivity as the pointer speed increases, and thus creating a
much wider range of pointer speeds. The benefits of pointer
acceleration have caused it to be adopted as the default in
most major operating system mouse interfaces [1]–[3] and
in many other pointing interfaces.
While pointer acceleration is widespread, there is no
consensus on what is the right type or amount of pointer
acceleration to use for any given interface or task. Real
implementations of pointer acceleration are generally designed by manual tweaking and experimenting with different
acceleration profiles without using clear design principles.
Furthermore, there are some potential downsides to pointer
acceleration that are not completely understood. One commonly cited example [3] is that pointer acceleration may
make it more difficult for the user to predict the pointer’s
motion, which may decrease pointing speed and accuracy,
decrease the user’s ability to produce desired motions in a
repeatable way, and worsen the user’s subjective rating of the
feel of the device. We wish to more rigorously understand the
effects of pointer acceleration, so we may be able to design
pointing interfaces which keep its positive effects and reduce
its negative effects.
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We approach the problem of analyzing the effects of
pointer acceleration from a systems perspective. We formulate a dynamics model for pointer acceleration and analyze
its stability and performance properties when connected to an
existing model for human pointing dynamics. These results
may help shed light on the impact of pointer acceleration on
pointer interfaces and could in the future be used to better
design such interfaces.
Human pointing motions have been extensively studied
in the fields of psychology, physiology, neuroscience, and
human-computer interaction [4]. Particularly relevant to our
work are the famous Fitts’s law [5], which captures an
invariant in pointing performance that applies for many
different human pointing interfaces and tasks, and the VITE
human pointing dynamics models [6], which describes pointing motions and reproduces Fitts’s law. Several different
papers [7]–[10] analyze the dynamics of human pointing as
described by the VITE model, with and without feedback
delays. In an earlier work [11], we showed how dissipativity
theory could be used to analyze and design systems with
delays, and we provided some preliminary analysis of the
VITE pointing model in this framework.
Our research is novel in that, to the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to consider pointer acceleration from a
systems perspective. We present a new model of pointer
acceleration that captures most existing implementations
thereof, and we show several different general properties of
this model. Specifically, we show that when the VITE human
pointing model is connected in feedback to the model for
pointer acceleration, the system is stable for any acceleration
profile assuming there are no feedback delays or perturbations. We also show some bounds on the performance of
the closed loop pointing system with acceleration assuming
no delays or perturbations. We use simulation to illustrate
and verify our claims. These results are significant for the
analysis and design of pointing interfaces and provide a
framework for new research in this area.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in
Section II we give some background on the dynamics of human pointing motions and the VITE human pointing model;
in Section III we present a model of pointer acceleration
and show the closed loop dynamics for human pointing with
acceleration; in Section IV we prove that the closed loop
human pointing dynamics are stable; in Section V we derive
state bounds and performance bounds for the closed loop
pointing system; in Section VI we show simulation results;
and finally in Section VII we provide some closing remarks
and directions for future research.
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II. BACKGROUND: HUMAN POINTING
DYNAMICS
Humans have been shown to generate similar motions
when reaching and pointing with their arms, mouse pointers,
laser pointers, and other devices [4]. We use the Vector
Integration to Endpoint (VITE) model, as first shown in [6],
to model pointing behaviors. This model can be written as
η̇ = γ (−η + ρ − u)
ẏ = g(t)[η]+
d

,

There are a variety of different implementations of pointer
acceleration, but most of them can be described by the
following model. We can think of pointer acceleration as
a transformation applied to the pointer position output of the
human operator. If v ∈ Rn is the raw (unaccelerated) pointer
position as specified by the user, then the accelerated output
position w ∈ Rn satisfies
ẇ = G(||v̇||) v̇

(1)

where y ∈ Rn is the true position of the pointer specified by
the user, u ∈ Rn is the feedback of the (perceived) position
of the pointer, ρ ∈ Rn is the target pointer position, η ∈
Rn is a state called the difference vector, g(t) ∈ R≥0 is
a gain called the go signal, and γ ∈ R≥0 is an internal
system parameter. The operator [ · ]+
d , is used to switch the
pointer motion off when the pointer overshoots the target. It
is defined as
(
η, if hη, di ≥ 0
+
[η]d =
,
(2)
0, otherwise
where the vector d ∈ Rn will typically be defined as the
direction from the pointer to the target at the initial time
d = ρ(0) − u(0). Note that the notation [η]+
d is a minor
extension of the original VITE model that allows for arbitrary
target locations.
The VITE model describes a single motion made by a
human trying to drive the true position of the pointer y to
the target pointer position ρ. If there is overshoot, and the
true pointer position y passes over the target pointer position
ρ, the human stops quickly, but no corrective action is taken
to move the pointer back closer to the target. The parameters
of this model are adjusted by the human to meet different
kinds of performance objectives and can be thought of as
very slowly time-varying. In Section V, we will see in more
detail how these parameter choices affect performance.

,

(3)

where G : R≥0 → R≥0 is a non-decreasing scaling function,
which is also referred to as the acceleration profile. Table I
summarizes some of the most popular choices for the scaling
function G, and Table II lists which operating systems use
what scaling functions.
TABLE I: Common Pointer Acceleration Profiles
Name

Scaling Function

No Accel.

G(||v̇||) = k1

(
Threshold

Linear

I/O Velocity plot

G(||v̇||) =
k1 , if 0 ≤ ||v̇|| < c
k2 , if ||v̇|| ≥ c

G(||v̇||) = k1 + k2 ||v̇||

Above, k2 ≥ k1 are scaling constants and c is a speed threshold.

TABLE II: Operating Systems Acceleration Profiles
Implementation
Microsoft Windows
Mac OSX

III. POINTER ACCELERATION DYNAMICS
A. Dynamics Model
The basic design of pointer acceleration is to make the
pointer more sensitive at higher speeds than at lower speeds.
This allows the user to make quick and long pointer motions
while still being able to make slow and precise pointer
motions. The downside to pointer acceleration is that it may
make it more difficult for the user to predict the pointer’s motion and to reproduce precise motions. Furthermore, pointer
acceleration can cause the perceived pointer position to drift
away from the pointer position controlled by the user, which
can cause problems in limited workspaces if that offset
cannot be reset. Whether pointer acceleration improves the
subjective feel of the pointing interface seems to be a very
personal choice. Many operating systems turn on some form
of pointer acceleration by default, while many modern video
games that require precise pointer movement do not use
acceleration.

Scaling Function
Threshold (3 levels) [1], [12], [13]
Linear [2] (Note 1)
8 types including polynomial, linear, and
Linux (xinput)
threshold [3]
Note 1: This assessment is based only on visual inspection of the preference
panel, as documentation of the acceleration profile could not be found.

We can see that the name “pointer acceleration" is actually somewhat of a misnomer, as most implementations
do not involve acceleration at all, and are instead scaling
the pointer’s velocity; although admittedly “pointer velocity
scaling" is a less catchy title. One notable exception to this
that does involve acceleration in some way, is the default
“polynomial” scaling function referred to in [3], which can
be represented as
Gpolynomial (||v̇||, ||v̈||) = k1 + k2 ||v̇||||v̈||
and uses the pointer input acceleration as well as the velocity
to adjust the sensitivity. In this paper, we will not consider
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scaling functions of this form, but it may be possible to
extend our analysis to them in the future.
One other detail to note is since most pointing interface
implementations only measure the pointer position and do
not directly measure the pointer velocity, they must compute
the pointer velocity via discretization so it can be used
in the pointer acceleration system. This is normally not a
significant issue, but if the pointer is moving very fast or
the velocity scaling is large relative to the sampling rate,
then the resulting accelerated pointer output produced by
sampling may be significantly different from the ideal value.
This is typically mitigated using filtering and by limiting the
maximum pointer speed output from the acceleration system.
We do not further consider the effects of pointer velocity
sampling in this paper, but these effects could be modeled
as a perturbation term added into the following closed loop
pointing model.
B. Closed Loop Dynamics Model

Our third assumption is the go signal g(t) is constant.
Several authors using the VITE model only consider constant
g, and this work may be able to be extended in the future to
include the time-varying case.
Finally, without loss of generality, we assume the target
position is located at the origin ρ = 0 and the starting
pointer position is negative x1 (0) < 0. In general, this can
be achieved by using a coordinate frame transformation.
Given these additional assumptions, the closed loop pointing dynamics become


b 2 ) x2
G(x
b
ẋ =
= A(x)
x ,
(4)
−γ (x1 + x2 )
(
x2 , if x2 ≥ 0
+
+
b
where G(x2 ) = g G(gx2 ) I{x2 ≥0} , x2 =
,
0,
else


b
b 2 ) , and A(k) =
I is the indicator function, A(x)
= A G(x


0
k
.
−γ −γ
IV. STABILITY OF CLOSED LOOP DYNAMICS

Fig. 1: Block diagram of closed loop pointing model.
We can connect the VITE model (1) with the pointing acceleration model (3) to create a closed loop pointing model.
We make a few assumptions that simplify the following
analysis. Our first assumption is there are no feedback delays
or perturbations, so the closed loop system can be formed
with feedback connection u = w and v = y, as inFigure 1,
>
and the overall state can be defined as x = w η . Given
this assumption, the closed loop pointing dynamics become
  
 

ẇ
G(||v̇||) v̇
G(||ẏ||) ẏ
ẋ =
=
=
η̇
γ (−η + ρ − u)
γ (−η + ρ − w)


+
+
G(||g(t)[η]d ||) g(t)[η]d
=
γ (−η + ρ − w)


G(||g(t)[x2 ]+
||) g(t)[x2 ]+
d
d
=
.
γ (−x2 + ρ − x1 )
The effect of delays and perturbations on this model will be
considered in future work, as it significantly complicates the
analysis.
Secondly, we only consider one dimensional pointing
motions n = 1. The original VITE model is also only
one dimensional, and while most real pointing interfaces
are two or three dimensional, the majority of the pointer
motion is usually restricted to the line between the starting
pointer position x1 (0) and the target pointer position ρ. Some
scenarios may necessitate modeling the additional pointing
directions, such as when the target position is changing or
when there is uncertainty in the pointer or target position, but
in many cases it should suffice to model pointing motions as
one dimensional.

We will now show the stability of the closed loop pointing
dynamics (4) using Lyapunov-based methods. First, define
the function V : R2 → R≥0 as
Z x2
b ξ dξ + x> P x
G(ξ)
(5)
V (x) =
0


γ 1 
 0 ,  ∈ (0, 1)
(6)
where P =
2  
and define the functions W1 , W2 , W3 : R2 → R≥0 as
1b
2
>
G(0)(x+
2) +x P x
2
1b
2
>
W2 (x) = G(x
2 )x2 + x P x
2
b 2 )x22 + x> Qx
W3 (x) = γ (1 − ) G(x


2 1 1
where Q = γ
0
1 1
W1 (x) =

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

and define the equilibrium set E as
E = {x2 = −x1 and x1 ≥ 0}

.

(11)

Lemma 1: The system defined by (4), with any choice of
γ, g ∈ R>0 and G : R≥0 → R≥0 non-decreasing, has an
equilibrium set E, and V as defined above satisfies
W1 (x) ≤ V (x) ≤ W2 (x)
(12)
d
V (x(t)) = −W3 (x(t)) ≤ 0 .
(13)
dt
Additionally, W1 and W2 are positive definite functions and
W3 is a positive semi-definite function that is equal to zero
only when x ∈ E.
Proof: The derivative of the first state component ẋ1 =
b 2 ) x2 is equal to zero if and only if x2 ≤ 0, and the
G(x
derivative of the second state component ẋ2 = −γ(x1 + x2 )
is equal to zero if and only if x2 = −x1 . Therefore, ẋ is
zero if and only if x ∈ E.
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b is non-decreasing and G(x
b 2 ) = 0 when x2 < 0,
Since G
we can bound the first term of V as follows
Z x2
Z x2
Z x2
b ξ + dξ ≤
b
b 2 ) ξdξ
G(0)
G(ξ)ξdξ
≤
G(x
0

1 b
2
G(0) (x+
2) ≤
2

Z0 x2
0

0

1 b
2
b
G(ξ)ξdξ
≤ G(x
2 ) x2
2

,

which gives us in the inequality shown in (12) by adding
x> P x to each term in the inequality above. To show (13),
we take the derivative of V along trajectories of the system
d
b 2 )x2 + ẋ> P x + x> P ẋ
V (x(t)) = ẋ2 G(x
dt
the first term of which can be represented as

,

(14)

b 2 )x2 = −γ(x1 + x2 )G(x
b 2 )x2
ẋ2 G(x
= −x> S(x)x


0 12
b
. We can now write the
with S(x) = γ G(x2 ) 1
1
2
derivative of V as
d
V (x(t)) = −x> Q(x)x
(15)
dt
b
b> (x)P .
with Q(x) = S(x) − P A(x)
−A
(16)
Our choice of P  0 in (6) was constructed so Q(x) is a
positive semi-definite matrix for all values of x and x> Q(x)x
is equal to zero if and only if x ∈ E. Plugging our choice
of P (6) into (16), we obtain
 2

γ 
γ2
Q(x) = 2
,
b 2)
γ  γ 2  + γ(1 − )G(x
which means that
d
b 2 )x22 − x> Qx
V (x(t)) = −γ(1 − )G(x
dt
= −W3 (x) ≤ 0 .

From the definition of the closed-loop dynamics (4), the
first state component x1 is defined as the (perceived) pointer
position and the second state component x2 is an internal
state that controls the switching of the dynamics between
moving towards the target and stopping. We have already
assumed x1 (0) < 0, i.e. the starting pointer position is behind
the target position, and we will typically assume x2 (0) = 0,
which means the pointer will start with velocity equal to zero.
From this starting state, x2 moves above zero and causes the
pointer position x1 to move towards the target, which is at
the origin. Eventually, x2 will begin decreasing and cross
zero again, which corresponds to when the user perceives
that the target has been reached, and the pointer position x1
will stop moving. We refer to the time it takes the pointer to
come to rest as the stopping time. After the stopping time,
there may be some error between the target position and
pointer position, and we call this error the overshoot.
We define the stopping time T and the overshoot O as:
T = inf t such that lim x2 (τ ) = 0

(17)

O = lim x1 (τ )

(18)

τ →t

t>0

τ →T

Given a particular acceleration profile G, we could calculate the stopping time T and the overshoot O by integrating
the dynamics, but this method could be computationally
expensive if we want to compare a large number of different
acceleration profiles and other parameter choices; instead,
we would like to find bounds on the performance that are
simple to analyze and compute. We will derive analytical
expressions time-dependent bounds on the state x(t)
x(t) ≤ x(t) ≤ x(t)

(19)

and bounds on the stopping time T and overshoot O
T ≤T ≤T

Now that we have the Lyapunov-like function V and the
comparison functions W1 , W2 , W3 , we can prove the stability
of the closed-loop dynamics.
Theorem 1 (Stability of Human Pointing with Acceleration):
For the system defined by (4), with any choice of
γ, g ∈ R>0 and G : R≥0 → R≥0 non-decreasing, the state
globally asymptotically converges to the equilibrium set
E = {x2 = −x1 and x1 ≥ 0}.
Proof: From the existence of the function V , which is
positive definite and radially unbounded, and V̇ is strictly
less than zero except when x ∈ E where V̇ = 0, we know
that the system will globally converge to the equilibrium set
E.
V. S TATE AND P OINTING P ERFORMANCE B OUNDS
We now know that the closed loop pointing system will be
stable with acceleration; however, we wish to get a better idea
of how the system will perform. We will specifically look
at two performance metrics of pointing systems: pointing
accuracy and pointing speed.

O≤O≤O

.

(20)

We begin by using a similar method as we used in the proof
of Lemma 1, which relies on the fact that the nonlinear term
b 2 ) can be bound when given k, k such
in the dynamics G(x
that
b (0)
k≤G

b (x2 (t))
k ≥ sup G
t≥0

(21)

then for any x2 > 0
b 2 (t)) ∈ [k, k] .
G(x

(22)

Note that k is guaranteed to exist, since given some initial
state x(0) = [−a, 0]> , the state must remain in the bounded
invariant set V (x) ≤ V (x(0)), which is a direct result of
Lemma 1. A very conservative choice produced using this
b (a). Later we will show how to produce a
method is k ≥ G
less conservative choice of k.
We can now derive time-dependent bounds x(t), x(t) on
the state x(t) that are functions of k and k. First, define the
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matrices


0
 0
M1 = 
 0
−γ

0
 0

M2 = 
0
−γ

k
−γ
0
0

0
−γ
0
0

k
−γ
0
0

0
−γ
0
0



0
0 

k 
−γ

0
0 

0 
−γ

(23)

.

(24)

Theorem 2 (State and Performance Bounds): Given the
initial state value x(0) with x1 (0) < 0 and x2 (0) = 0,
and given bounds k and k as in (21), then state bounds
φ(t) = [x> (t), x> (t)]> of the pointing system (4) can be
chosen as
(
eM1 t φ(0)
, t ∈ [0, T ]
,
(25)
φ(t) =
eM2 (t−T ) eM1 T φ(0) , t ∈ [T , T ]
where φ(0) = [x> (0), x> (0)]> . The corresponding performance bounds satisfy
x2 (T ) = 0

O = x1 (T )

x2 (T ) = 0

O = x1 (T )

,

(26)

which also implies


1
x2 (T )
ln 1 +
γ
x1 (T )
(27)


k
O = x1 (T ) +
x2 (T ) − γ T − T x1 (T )
.
γ
Proof: The bounds φ(t) form a time-varying rectangular set which we will show is invariant because along each
edge of the set, the rate of change of the bounds φ̇(t) along
the normal direction of the bounds exceeds the rate of change
ẋ(t) of any state that could feasibly be on that edge. Given
x2 (t) ≥ 0, then along each of the specified edges we have
T =T+

b 2 ) x2 ≤ kx2 = ẋ1
Right: ẋ1 = G(x
ẋ2 = −γ(x1 + x2 ) ≤ −γ(x1 + x2 ) = ẋ2
b 2 ) x2 ≥ kx = ẋ
Left: ẋ1 = G(x
2
1
Top:

Bottom: ẋ2 = −γ(x1 + x2 ) ≥ −γ(x1 + x2 ) = ẋ2

.

All of these also hold for x2 (t) < 0, except along the
left edge ẋ1 = ẋ1 = 0. Therefore, if the state x(t) starts
within the bounds φ(t), then the defintion of φ̇(t) above will
ensure that x(t) stays within φ(t) for all t. Combining these
relationships
(
M1 φ(t) , if x2 (t) ≥ 0
,
(28)
φ̇(t) =
M2 φ(t) , if x2 (t) < 0
which produces (25) when integrated.
The performance bounds shown in (26) can be shown
simply by the definitions of T and O. The simpler forms
of T and O in (27) were derived by directly integrating the
terms in φ̇ = M2 φ(t), which is relatively straightforward
since the terms are mostly decoupled.
It would be useful to derive simplified expressions for T
and O that are similar to (27) by analyticaly solving φ̇ =

M1 φ(t). However, we could not find any simple closed form
way to express T and O, due to the added complexity caused
by the extra coupling term in M1 . We can still easily compute
T and O given the previous theorem, and we can potentialy
analyize how T and O relate to other parameters, but we
have not yet found analytic expressions for these terms.
Now we have time-dependent bounds on the state and
performance that depend on k, a bound on the nonlinear term
in the dynamics. We previously mentioned how we could
pick k based on our Lyapunov function V (x), but we can
also pick k based on the time-dependent bounds on the state.
Lemma 2: The bounds x2 (t) as in Theorem 2 obtain a
maximum value when t = T ∗ where


∗
0 1 −1 0 eM1 T φ(0) = 0 .
(29)
Writing x∗2 = x2 (T ∗ ) as a function of k, and given some k 0
that satisfies (22), if k satisfies
b ∗2 (k 0 )) ,
k ≥ G(x

(30)

then k also satisfies (22).
Proof: x2 (t) achives it maximum when ẋ2 (t) =
−γ(x
2 (t) + x
1 (t)) = 0, so x2 (t) + x1 (t) = 0 or

0 1 −1 0 φ(t) = 0.
From Theorem 2, x2 (t) ≤ x2 (t, k 1 ) ≤ x∗2 (k 1 ), where we
slightly abuse notation here by writing these bounds as func
b is increasing, G(x
b 2 (t)) ≤ G(x
b ∗2 k 1 ) ,
tions of k. Since G

b ∗2 k 1 ) satisfies (22).
therefore any k such that k ≥ G(x
This lemma provides us with a method to iteratively reduce
the value of k, which will produce tighter bounds on the
state and performance. We have the same difficultly with
the expression for x∗2 as we did with the expressions for T
and O in Theorem 2; a closed form expression is not easily
obtainable. But again, given Lemma 2 it is fairly simple
to compute the value of x∗2 , and then compute k, and the
relationship shown in this lemma may still have some other
analytical value.
The implications of Theorem 2 are, given an acceleration
profile, we can directly compute the performance bounds for
the closed-loop pointer acceleration system, without needing
to integrate any trajectories. The only values that we must
compute to obtain the performance bounds are evaluating
some matrix expontials, which can be computed effieciently
using Jordan decomposition, and possibly calculating k,
which could involve an iterative minimization process using
Lemma 2. While the dependence of these performance
bounds on the acceleration profile G is not trivial, is it simple
enough that there may potentially be a way to determine
the dependence analytically, which would open up many
different possibilities for designing G to optimize some
metric using the performance bounds.
VI. SIMULATION
We use simulation to further examine how pointer acceleration effects the performance of pointing systems, as
indicated by results derived previously. Figure 2 shows a
simulated pointer trajectory for a given acceleration profile
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along with the time-dependent bounds on the trajectories.
The acceleration profile used was linear with k1 = 1 and
k2 = 0.1, and with the system parameters γ = 4 and g = 2.
These results show that the trajectories do stay within the
time-dependent trajectory bounds derived in this paper.
0.6

smoothing and pointer prediction. Future work could aslo
incorporate a more complex model of human pointing behavior to capture other effects, such as corrective motions and
workspace constraints. Analysis of the case with feedback
delays and perturbations is also important, as it has direct
relevance to practical applications such as teleoperation.
Additional work on the experimental side of this research
could also be valuable to validate the conclusions of this
work and to expose other potential research directions.

0.4
x2

R EFERENCES
Real Trajectory
Upper Bounds
Lower Bounds

0.2

0
-1

-0.8

-0.6

-0.4
x1

-0.2

0

Fig. 2: Simulated trajectory of closed loop pointing system with acceleration (solid black line) along with timedependent upper state bounds (dashed red) and lower state
bounds (dotted blue) on the trajectory. The state bounds are
also ploted at a few points in time as bounding boxes with
the state at the corresponding time indicated by black dots.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a new model for pointer
acceleration and showed some of its basic properties when
connected in closed loop to the VITE model for human
pointing. Specifically, we showed that the closed loop system
was stable and provided some bounds on the state and
performance.
One interesting direction for this work is to apply these results to the design of pointing acceleration implementations;
particularly, these results may provide some insight into how
to choose acceleration profiles to better suit performance
goals and human operator properties. These results could also
potentially be extended in a number of different directions
including modifying the pointing acceleration model to include other commonly applied pointer effects, such as input
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